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Abstract
COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) is the most recent pandemic disease the
world is currently managing. It started in China at the end of 2019,
and it is diffusing throughout Italy, one of the most affected countries,
and it is currently spreading through European countries and USA.
Patients affected by COVID-19 are identified employing medical swabs
applied mainly to (i) citizens with COVID-19 symptoms such as flu
or high temperature, or (ii) citizens that had contacts with COVID19 patients. A percentage of COVID-19 affected patients needs hospitalisation, whereas a portion needs to be treated in Intensive Care
Units (ICUs).
Nevertheless, it is a matter of current intuition that COVID-19 infected citizens are more than those detected, and sometime the infection is detected too late. Thus there are many efforts in both tracking
people activities as well as diffusing low cost reliable COVID-19 tests
for early detection.
Starting from mortality rates of diseases caused by viruses in the
same family (e.g. MERS, SARS, H1N1), we study the relations between the number of COVID-19 infections and the number of deaths,
through Italian regions. We thus assess several infections being higher
than the ones currently measured. We thus focus on the characterisation of the pandemic diffusion by estimating the infected number of
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patients versus the number of death. We use such an estimated number of infections, to foresee the effects of restriction actions adopted
by governments to constrain virus diffusion. We finally think that our
model can support the healthcare system to react when COVID-19 is
increasing.
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Introduction

The coronavirus disease COVID-19 was identified in Wuhan (China) on December 2019 [9]. The virus diffusion has been surprisingly rapid. Until now,
COVID-19 has killed more people than SARS and MERS combined, despite
the lower case fatality rate [8]. Due to the lack of vaccines and targeted
therapies for preventing the diffusion [3], many governments adopted severe
containment measures for minimising interactions among people and reducing their movements. To date the COVID-19 virus caused a total of 398, 107
confirmed cases around the world, of which 103, 334 recovers and 17, 453
deaths. In China 80, 981 have been the confirmed cases with more than
3, 000 deaths. Starting from mid-February, the virus diffused in the northern
regions of Italy [12, 10]. The emergency is mainly due to severe illness by
pneumonia requiring hospitalisation in Intensive Care Units (ICUs) with use
of breathing ventilator supports. In [5] we studied the correlation among
infections and ICU beds, to support strategies and measures for COVID-19 .
At the time of this study, 23rd of March, COVID-19 is spreading in Italy
and in more than 1 month an large number of both deaths and infections
has been registered. Such numbers are diffused differently among the 20 Italian regions with different administration, economics and logistic background.
Italian government adopted containment measures in mainly 4 different milestone dates as summarised in Table 2.
The percentage of death in China reports a ratio among death and infection of about 4.3%. Starting from the analysis of number of death with
respect to number of identified infected in Italy, we map the percentage in
Figure 1. The percentage follows an increasing law showing that the number
of measured infected persons is probably underestimated.
The Coronaviridæ family contains many viruses, seven of which are known
to be responsible for human diseases (229E, NL63, OC43, HKU1, MERSCoV, SARS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2) [7]. One of the main differences between the novel virus and the previous ones is its high spreading rate. Table
2
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1 reports the percentage of death known from Coronaviridæ family viruses
exploited recently. We started observing that death percentage has an average value with respect to infected cases for all viruses. We report about
hypotheses on a death percentage and we extract the number of infections.
We compare such a number with respect to officially diffused infected ones.
We finally use estimated numbers to evaluate containment measures with
respect to infection diffusion.
Disease
Influenza A virus subtype H5N1
Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome (MERS)
Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19 )
Spanish (1918) flu
Asian (1956–58) flu
Hong Kong (1968–69) flu
Influenza A, typical pandemics

CFR
∼ 60.0%
35.0%
11.0%
∼ 4.3%
∼ 2.5%
∼ 0.1%
∼ 0.1%
< 0.1%

Table 1: Case Fatality Rates (CFR) values for flu and diseases caused by
Coronaviridiae virus. Even if COVID-19 virus shows a lower mortality rate, it
killed more people than SARS-Cov1 (8098 cases and 774 deaths) and MERSCov (2494 cases and 858 deaths) combined. However we claim that the
current rate of 4.3 is over estimated due to the bias in the swab strategy.
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2

Infections Number Estimation

We start from the analysis of epidemiological data from Wuhan city (China,
Hubey region). As reported in [6, 4] about a third of infected patients became critical thus requiring ICU admission and breathing aids, due to severe
pneumonia. The lesson learned from China has been used in other countries,
such as Singapore and Italy, for preparing a correct strategy for emergency
management.
In Italy 1 on March 22, we report a total of 59, 138 total cases (detected
from 258, 402 swab tests), of which 46, 638 currently positives, 5, 476 deaths
1
http://www.salute.gov.it/portale/nuovocoronavirus/
dettaglioContenutiNuovoCoronavirus.jsp
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Figure 1: We report the percentage of deaths versus infections (i.e. CFR)
in Italy. The value starts from acceptable rates but it reaches values above
11%, which is clearly not comparable with CFRs for similar viruses in the
same family not with data from China or even world values estimated by the
WHO.
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and 7, 024 recovered patients. Regarding infected people: 23, 783 are treated
in their homes since they do not have severe ill, 22, 855 patients have been
hospitalised, and 3, 009 patients have been admitted to ICUs.
At the date of March 23rd , while the situation in China seems to be
now under control [11], the virus is continuing the diffusion in Italy and
rapidly growing in other countries throughout the world [2]. Following Italy
and China examples, other governments are implementing strict containment
measures in order to dampen the spread of the infection. One of the main
problems is related to the exponential diffusion of infections and also to the
modality and protocols adopted for swab testing.
However, patients needing hospitalisation are fortunately a low percentage.
Nevertheless, in some cases, COVID-19 causes severe pneumonia, which
requires respiratory support and can lead to death, especially in the presence
of co-morbidities. Patients with severe pneumonia need to be treated in ICUs
with the use of mechanical ventilators [1].
By analysing the Case Fatality Rates (CFR), we observe a value starting
4
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from low figures and increasing towards levels above 11%. Such a value seems
not compatible with CFRs of other viruses of the same family and could be
imputed to a bias in the choice of the swab test strategy. These tests are
preferably performed on hub people, physicians, law enforcement agents and
politicians and on people that have contact with infected ones. Some studies
agree that COVID-19 CFR should be around 1 − 2% and it is for sure below
4% [8].
Table 1 reports WHO’s CFR rate for COVID-19 being equal to 4.3%,
which suffers the same problems we have just described. We claim that the
total number of detected infections is much lower than the real ones due to
the bias described above. We observe that we can derive the real cases of
infections by exploiting the most reliable data available, which is the number
of COVID-19 deaths. We can thus estimate the real infections by using the
current number of deaths, starting by an hypothesis on the CFR value. We
simulate three scenarios for CFR (1%, 2% and 3%) which are reported in
Figure 2, in which we give an idea of the difference between measured data
versus real once. The calculated values show 391.4% (CFR = 3%) more
infections with respect to the measured ones, up to 1174% (CFR = 1%) in
the worst scenario.
Such information can be useful for governments to plan actions for a
better swab testing protocol and for ICU beds and resources strengthening
at both a national and regional levels.
Finally, in Figure 2 we show the measured total infections (Y axis) per
day (X axis) evaluated by using the above reported swab testing protocol
and the scenarios of predicted infections for the three CFR values resulting
in this study. The blue (i.e. lower) curve represents the number of recognised
positive cases of the Italian official dataset.
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Effects of Containment on COVID-19 diffusion

Governments are implementing containment plans to reduce the number of
movements and also planning to track people movements to react to the exponential growth of infected patients. These measures has been implemented
and universally applied to the whole population to reduce the probability of
contacts in the hope of blocking the virus infections. The effects of such
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Figure 2: In blue the total infections currently detected in Italy via swab
tests. The other bars report three scenarios with different Case Fatality
Rates: CFR = 1% with 547, 600 infections (1174.1% more than currently
detected), CFR = 2% with 273, 800 infections (587.1% more than currently
detected) and CFR = 3% with 182, 533 infections (391.4% more than currently detected).
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measures need several days for their effect to be seen. The most exposed
people are the so-called hubs (or people having many social contacts), which
have the highest probability of spreading the infection due to their jobs (e.g.
law enforcement, physicians). For instance, the Chinese government applied
severe mobility restrictions within the infected regions in order to block the
virus infection [12].
We here report the effects of Italian containment measurements, by considering the main three events related to the red zones definitions, as reported
in Table 2.
We plot the number of infections considering the first three above reported
events. The last one (i.e. complete lockdown of March 22nd ) is too recent to
observe any impact on data. We plot such infections related to the number
of performed swabs thus to have comparable infection trends in the three
different time intervals: (i) day 0 to first containment event; (ii) from first
containment to second one and (iii) from the second one to the extension of
the red zone to the whole country.
6
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Figure 3: The figure reports infection levels in the three envisioned Case
Fatality Rates scenarios (1%, 2% and 3%) compared to the current total
COVID-19 infections detected via the swab tests. The curves are reported
in the interval from February 24th to March 22nd 2020. Please note that the
Y axis is logarithmic.
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As evidenced in Figure 4, even if effects could be identified in a time delay
from any containment constraint, the upper trend has a slope that is lower
than the other two ones. The second one can be considered with a marginal
reaction with respect to the first one due to a delay in the application of
containment measures.
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Date
March, 1st 2020
March, 8th 2020

Event
first red zone in Codogno city (Lombardia region)
- red zone for the entire Lombardia region
- first containment measures for the whole country
March, 11th 2020 red zone for whole Italy
March, 22nd 2020 complete lockdown except for essential activities
Table 2: Containment measures and red zones definitions in Italy during
COVID-19 emergency.

Figure 4: The figure reports infections versus swabs in three time windows:
(i ) before the first red zone of Codogno, (ii ) during the definition of the red
zone in the Lombardia region and (iii ) after the red zone had been expanded
to the whole country.
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Scaling model at Regional distribution

Italy is divided in 20 regions that manage health structure in autonomy, under the central guidelines and funds. ICU beds resources as well as COVID19 management and strategies follow central government guidelines. Nevertheless, regions and towns can be characterised by containment measurements. This allows a scalability in terms of rules and allows quarantine for
large set of citizens. We here show that the above reported intuition and
measurements are scalable also at regional and sub-regional scale.
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Figure 5: The figure depicts CFR values for the Lazio region. The value
reaches figures equal to 6%, which is clearly related to the known bias about
the currently adopted swab test protocol.

136

We report the case of a large south region, where infections is growing up
at with a time delay with respect to north Italian region (Lombardia) mostly
due to workers and students moved from north to south of Italy after first
containment measurements in north of Italy.
Figure 5 reports the infection rate of Lazio Region (central one) measured
respect to number of death with different hypothesis of death rate as in Figure
2
From such a Figure, the CFR value for the Lazio Region varies with
respect to swab tests. If we consider the different CFR values reported above,
the number of infected cases are plotted in Figure 6.
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Conclusion

The emergency of COVID-19 is related to an aggressive virus that diffuses
rapidly and strongly stresses the resistance of health structures. We started
from observation of death percentage from previous coronavirus family viruses
and we inferred the number of infections starting from CFR rates. The calculated infection levels should be considered to be more reliable than the
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Figure 6: In blue the total infections (1, 545) currently detected in the Lazio
region via swab tests. The other bars report three scenarios with different
Case Fatality Rates: CFR = 1% (8, 000 infections, +517.8%), CFR = 2%
(4, 000 infections, +258.9%) and CFR = 3% (2, 666 infections, +172.6%).
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current ones.
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